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Version.Q: How to do a
screenshot that takes all the

application windows in android
phone? I use a library to take

screenshot with all the current
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is this is the screenshot of only

the home screen and the
remaining apps are not
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that, Change the setting
"When an app is taking a

screen shot, keep this app
only" or "When an app is

taking a screen shot, open this
app" for your application. {

"version": "2.0", "breakpoints":
{ "chrome": 1620, "opera":
509, "safari": 531, "ie": 9 },

"triggerMethod": "click",
"testShown": false,
"testHidden": false,

"possibleSelectorChanges": [ {
"event": "progress", "selector":
"body", "target": "document",
"attr": "class", "value": [] }, {

"event": "progress", "selector":
".gwt-Button", "target":

"document", "attr": "class",
"value": [] } ] } Mike Tyson’s

1993 return to boxing
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